
Preliminary List of Participants

INVESTISSEMENT QUÉBEC

Ministry of development of economic, innovation & exportation
Canada

TICO ELECTRONICS, SA

Contract Manufacturer specializing in complex assemblies.
Costa Rica

HARDIDE COATINGS LIMITED

A range of nanostructured tungsten carbide-based coatings 
combine exceptional wear and corrosion resistance with 
toughness and ductility.

United Kingdom

SURFACE FINISHING ENGINEERING LIMITED

Specialist supplier of surface treatments and surface treatment 
process lines and equipment to the aerospace manufacturing 
sector.

United Kingdom

A SQUARE SYSTEMS INC

Plating methods to maximize a particular characteristic: 
hardness, solderability, color, reflectivity, corrosion resistance

USA

ABLE ELECTROPOLISHING COMPANY INC.

Electropolishing, passivating, and other metal finishing services 
from a 40,000 square ft. facility. Operating 24 hours a day 
covering a wide array of industries including: aerospace, 
automotive, medical, and food processing

USA

ADVANCED HEAT TREAT CORP.

Advanced Heat Treat Corp. (AHT) is a recognized leader in 
providing heat treat services and superior metallurgical 
solutions to companies across the globe.

USA

AERODYNAMICS, INC.

AeroDynamics is a state of the art, full-service electroplating 
finishing company with NADCAP approval. We specialize in the 
Aerospace, Military, and Defense industries

USA

AMERICAN PLATING POWER, LLC

State-of-the-art power supplies globally to electrochemical 
industries

USA

ASAHI AERO AMERICA, INC.

Aircraft Metal Parts ; One Stop Production, Machining, NDT, 
Shot peening, Anodizing, Plating, Thermal Spray, Paint, Assembly

USA
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ASSOCIATED RACK CORPORATION (ARC)

Custom Fabricated Finishing, Material Handling, Process Tooling, 
Racks, Baskets, Carts & Castings

USA

BODYCOTE

Thermal spray coating application (HVOF, plasma spray), heat 
treating, vapor phase aluminizing (VPA), platinum plating and 
other special processes for aircraft engines, landing gear and 
airframe components.

USA

BOEING DEFENSE & SECURITY

Systems that combine sophisticated communications networks 
with air-, land-, sea- and space-based platforms for military and 
government

USA

BOWMAN COATING MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

Manufacturer XRF coating measurement instruments
USA

COLLINS AEROSPACE 

One of the world's leading providers of aerospace systems and 
services for large commercial aircraft

USA

CORROTEC INCORPORATED

Custom systems based upon your surface finishing 
 requirements

USA

EAGLEPICHER TECHNOLOGIES, LLC

Defense Battery Power; Aerospace, Medical, Alternative Energy 
Storage, Energetics, Oil and Gas

USA

EMINENCE MANUFACTURING INC

Small precision parts for helicopters, fighter jets and commercial 
jets: aluminum, titatium, steel

USA

ENGINEERED LUBRICANTS CO

Manufacturer of lubricants, metalworking fluids, rust 
preventatives and cleaners

USA

ETEZAZI INDUSTRIES, INC

Manufacturing and Assembly
USA
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FRONTIER GROUP

Frontier Group is a leading provider of metal finishing services 
to the aerospace & defense industry. Our processes include 
Chemical Processing, Non-Destructive Testing, and Welding 
services

USA

HAWTHORNE FOUNDATION

Hawthorn Foundation is a highly diverse group of Missouri 
leaders in business, education, economic development, 
healthcare and labor dedicated to making the state of Missouri 
stronger

USA

HI-TECH METAL FINISHING (PART OF MAYDAY MFG)

Provides high quality metal finishing services to the aerospace 
industry, and automotive manufacturers

USA

HUBBARD-HALL INC.

As one of the nation’s most experienced chemical distributors 
and manufacturers, Hubbard-Hall reliably handles over 5,000 
commodity and specialty chemicals for a wide variety of 
industrial applications.

USA

HYGRADE PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Hygrade brings parts into blue print spec for customers. We 
specialize in grinding and lapping. Metal finishing

USA

INTEK CORPORATION

Manufacturer of energy-efficient ovens for industrial and 
commercial process heating, dryers and elements for screen 
printing, heaters for space heating

USA

INTELLIFINISHING

IntelliFinishing is a complete flexible finishing system provider 
for manufacturers and custom coaters.

USA

LEONARDO DRS 

Avionics and Flight Safety. Leonardo DRS is a prime contractor, 
leading technology innovator and supplier of integrated 
products, services and support to military forces, intelligence 
agencies and defense contractors worldwide

USA
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LMI AEROSPACE INC

LMI fabricates, machines, finishes, kits, and assembles machined 
and formed close tolerance aluminum, specialty alloy, and 
composite component

USA

LYNN WELDING

Lynn welding provides all different types of welding services 
such as GTAW, MIG, SPOT, SEAM and Torch Braze. We are 
NADCAP and AS9100 certified and we do serve the aerospace, 
medical and military.

USA

MAPP TECHNOLOGIES, LLC

Manufacturing critical components to OEM print specifications 
using specialized process capabilities — from raw materials 
through machining, welding, coating, assembly and final 
inspection 

USA

MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Promotion of Missouri products and services to customers 
worldwide. Export promotion and trade development.

USA

MISSOURI ENTERPRISE

Advancing manufacturers with productivity improvement, 
ISO/quality management and innovative growth services

USA

PAULO PRODUCTS COMPANY

Heat treatment, brazing, metal finishing
USA

PEENING TECHNOLOGIES

Shot peening, abrasive blasting and surface enhancement job 
shop services to the aerospace, automotive, power generation

USA

RENISHAW INC.

Calibration Equipment; Comparators, Optical and Other; 
Feedback Devices (Encoders/Resolvers/Scales/Sensors); Flatness 
Measuring Equipment; Fusion - powder, liquid bed e.g. laser 
sintering, sterolithography; Gages and Gaging Equipment, 
Including Stat.

USA

SAFRAN ELECTRICAL & POWER

Manufacturing and assembly of electrical control panels
USA
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SERFILCO INTERNATIONAL, LTD

Global supplier of liquid handling equipment for chemical, 
surface finishing and other wet process applications.

USA

SIFCO, INC

SIFCO Forge is an industry leader in creating performance-
critical closed- and open-die forgings for the Aerospace and 
Energy markets.

USA

SPECIALTY COATING SYSTEMS US

Parylene conformal coatings systems and technologies
USA

SPIRIT AEROSYSTEMS INC

Spirit AeroSystems is a manufacturer of aerostructures for 
commercial airplanes and defense platforms. The company's 
core products include fuselages, integrated wings and wing 
components, pylons, and nacelles.

USA

SURFACE FINISHING ACADEMY

The mission of the International Surface Finishing Academy is to 
provide high quality educational experiences for the Industrial 
Surface Finishing industry through our Workshops, Courses, and 
B2B meetings hosted throughout North America each year

USA

SURFACEPREP-NEMFI/STRATUS DIVISION

USA

TALISEN TECHNOLOGIES

Our flexible and scalable systems integrate PLM platforms to 
support supply chain interoperability and collaboration, digital 
requirements exchange, model-based systems engineering, and 
buy-package management.

USA

THERMAVANT TECHNOLOGIES

Oscillating heat pipe provider. We handle every stage of product 
development: from basic research and concept design; to 
prototyping and environmental testing; through full scale 
manufacturing and quality assurance

USA
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TRUELOGIC COMPANY

A software and services company providing performance, 
consistency, and quality solutions for select manufacturing 
processes

USA

U.S. CHROME

U.S. Chrome has perfected precision hard chrome plating and 
created a family of composite surface coating applications for 
industries seeking alternatives for chrome.

USA

WALGREN COMPANY

Walgren Company is an OEM provider of fully automated 
plating and metal finishing equipment and Industrial Waste 
Water Treatment equipment

USA
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